CAP 797
To all Flying Clubs and Pilots of Wellesbourne Aireld
From April 1st changes contained within the new CAP 797 manual will
come into effect.
These are only minor changes to our operating procedures and changes to
phraseology.
However, pilots should be aware of these changes in order that the
AFISO can still provide a safe and efcient service.
There are only 4 changes that should affect us.
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Taxi Instructions

3

Multiple Back-Tracks

When giving taxi instructions (both for
departing and arriving aircraft) to
reach a designated holding point or
parking , it must contain an
instruction to cross any holding points
or runways (including any runways
not in use) .
This information also needs to be
read back.

Multiple backtracks or 'line up in turn'
will not be permitted. If a multiple
backtrack is necessary then the
second aircraft must vacate the
runway in use before the rst
aircraft can depart.
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When taxiing within the connes of
the aireld, a helicopter will be given
'air' or 'ground' taxi depending on
the type of helicopter and the pilots
preference. If a helicopter is taxiing
on the aireld but is requesting to
cross an active runway (taxiing from
heli W to heli E) then a positive
crossing must be obtained from
the AFISO before crossing.
However if they are looking to depart,
or arrive at the eld then they shall
report “ready to cross the active
runway” whereby the AFISO will pass
to the helicopter: trafc information,
the surface wind, and “take off at your
discretion crossing (runway in use)”
It is then the pilots decision when
it is safe to cross the runway.

Aircraft Calling Final

The new guidance from CAP 797
states that once an aircraft has
called 'nal' to either land or touch
and go, then an aircraft shall not be
lined up in front of it or given “take off
at your discretion”.
However if there is no trafc on nal
but there is trafc ahead either
departing or vacating the active
runway then trafc may be lined up
behind.
If the runway is occupied “runway
occupied” will be given with trafc
information.
Therefore be patient and time your
call carefully!
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Helicopter Phraseology

